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After minted tonnes of Money in our previous report of Aluminium from Rs.125—137+++ (Made a
high 142.70) now again we are coming with bullish view in it…

Daily Chart: MCX (cmp 130.7)

In MCX , After successfully achieved our previous estimate of Aluminium, we have seen a prolonged
declining phase from Rs. 142.70—128.40.As visible in the chart, prices taking strong support of its
61.8% retracement at Rs 128.30 ( of Rs.119—142.70) and seems to bottom out here with the formation
of “U” turn in it. Immediate hurdle is seen at Rs.132.50 as also a trend line resistance on the chart.
We expect a strong momentum if prices break and close above 132.50 which will take it towards
Rs.140.5—152 and then 166 mark in near term. Alternatively, on the downsideimmediate support is
Rs.128.30 and below Rs.125 mark will be a crucial base on it.

Momentum oscillators like, MACD (12, 26, 12) and CCI-20 clearly showing a positive diversion
along with healthy trending path in the chart while, RSI-14(42) hovering in the demand territorymay
support our view in near term. Prices also getting support of its 9 & 20 DMA which is quoted at
Rs.130.5 and Rs.129.80 clearly showing a positive trend in it.
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Daily Chart: LME (cmp 2043)

In LME, almost same pattern has been witnessed in the daily chart. Prices took strong support of
1990 (61.8% retracement from 1854—2214.) and now trading around 2043. Immediate hurdle is 2080.
Break and close above the same will take it towards 220—2352 and then 2572 mark in near term.
Alternatively, 1920 is strong crucial support in it. Decisive move below the same will negate our bullish
view in it. Momentum oscillators like MACD &CCI also showing positive diversion while, RSI entering
in demand territory.

Traders don’t go for aggressive positional selling in it as we expect sharp upside move in near term.
Fresh buy can be initiated above Rs.132.50 with stop loss below Rs.125 mark (Closing basis) for the
upside target of Rs.140.5—152 and then 166 mark.

BuyAluminium above Rs.132.5 and accumulate more in panic with stop loss
below Rs.125 on closing basis for the initial target of Rs.140.50--152—166++
mark (Support will remain Rs.125 mark)
If required make rollover the position for ultimate target.
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